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A B S T R A C T

The sustainable development of agricultural regions requires a methodical approach that will make a viable land management system policy in practice. In this regard, distinctive contextual characteristics of a country (remarkable areas for raising the regional products) could be taken into account in order to promote the good character of agricultural outputs and to increase the added value of considered lands. The manuscript primarily describes in qualitative and quantitative terms a mechanism for synthesizing information about wine production characteristics and therefore provides sufficient substantive treatment of agricultural or other system interactions. Firstly, the manuscript presents a discussion about many factors that affect wine production, and secondly, the focus is more on the development of an integrated approach using numerical and symbolic reasoning. The Geoviticulture Multicriteria Climatic Classification (MCC) System is engaged with a methodology comprising three viticultural climatic indexes of different natures: hydric type (dryness index), heliothermal type (Huglin index), and Nictothermal type (Cold Night Index). The knowledge representation is symbolized with the conceptual graphs formalism and the reasoning mechanisms are based on graph operations. A visual reasoning development focuses more on the decision process that would seem more appropriate for a practice on decision support. In addition, the Decision Support System (DSS) component is illustrated with a case study of Croatia republic in very broad characterizations of its main regional grape varieties.

1. Introduction

With the collapse of the Berlin Wall in November 1989, the land policies and land market in Central and Eastern European countries have been evolved through the land reform and the self-regulation of the free market (Bojnec, 2011; Lerman et al., 2002). Furthermore, in July 2013, the accession of Croatia as new member state of the European Union has made it possible to be eligible for assistance of Common Agricultural Policies. Under these circumstances, the European agricultural policies may encourage the development of intensive production practices in fertile regions and extensive farming situations (i.e. abandoned or marginalized farming areas) in regions with limited environmental conditions (e.g. mountainous and isolated areas). This underscores the need of targeting policies in these agricultural landscapes and the importance to highlight the principles and measures that preserve the integrated development with local, regional and national characteristics (Kaniamska et al., 2006).

Croatia is a young country; it declared independence in June 1991 and 6 months later obtained diplomatic recognition by the European Economic Community members, and subsequently, the United Nations. However, it is a very old wine country. The country enjoyed a huge renaissance which allowed a new generation of winemakers to revive an ancient tradition. The vines have grown there since ancient times (Jackson, 2000). It was introduced about five centuries before Christ by the Greeks who planted the first vines in the south of Dalmatia, particularly in the islands of Vis, Hvar, and Korcula. The first experiences were not conducive to any form of culture with their rocky slopes tumbling steeply to an indigo sea and azure sky. In terms of production, with an average overall annual quantity of 1.5 million hectoliters, it arrives at the 21st largest in the world. With over 100 traditional varieties of local grapes listed in a small area, Croatia has a very promising future, especially as the young winemakers are determined to highlight this feature. The strong wine identity of Croatia is a major asset in a market increasingly globalized. Croatia has recently tried to build a strategy and to adapt his business in the field of viticulture and marked the first major breakthrough of Croatian wines on the international scene. This is not surprising, given its extraordinary climatic predispositions and in light of the fact that the Croatia has two great traditional varieties of local grapes, Plavac Mali grape and Malvasia Istarska grape, which have become an essential part of the Istrian peninsula’s tourism offerings.

The aim of this paper is to study the Croatian vineyard as a whole and to shed light on its characteristics. Local types of grape varieties are numerous, their characteristics are part of Croatian heritage, but the best known/common varieties are also present in some vineyards. As a first step, we describe the Croatian regions and identify its main
varieties. Secondly, using Conceptual Graph user interface (CoGui), we will study the different possible combinations of key parameters (soil/climate/varieties) to determine whether the current varieties are the best. We will need accurate data and comparators to know precisely if the conditions are optimal for obtaining a quality of bunch of grapes (Russell et al., 1999). Using meteorological data and soil characteristics, modeling is useful for knowledge specification and reasoning about locations having similar meteorological and agricultural conditions (Russell et al., 1999). Using meteorological data and soil characteristics, it is possible to deduce some properties from contextual information and domain knowledge about the main crop cycles and traditional winemaking present in worldwide with associated specified requirements (Pinney, 2012). In that case, we will develop hypotheses grouping designation, which will enlighten Croatia in their communication to increase their international recognition. The global market is difficult to penetrate; the characteristics of the “Old World” wines and traditions have a leading market share in the key sectors of the international wine economy (Charters, 2006). Given its rich history, varied geography, and diverse culture, Croatia has been mainly influenced by viticulture and winemaking. Some of these characteristics of the country will determine whether its export potential is opened or closed to the current standards of winery business models and marketing practices. Using these results, it is possible to propose appropriate sustainable improvements to access the market without distorting the assets of this country.

In order to make the reading easier, the rest of the document is divided into three sections. Section 2 presents a numerical reasoning with the Geoviticulture Multicriteria Climatic Classification (MCC) System. Section 3 describes a symbolic reasoning with conceptual graphs for formal knowledge representation and visual reasoning (rules and queries). Section 4 provides the conclusion of the hybrid approach combining data-driven models and ontology-based reasoning for the development of sustainable systems, especially for the improvement of viticulture.

2. Numerical reasoning with MCC system

2.1. Geoviticulture Multicriteria Climatic Classification System

The Geoviticulture Multicriteria Climatic Classification (MCC) System proposes a methodology comprising three viticultural climatic indexes of different natures: hydric type (dryness index) (Deloire et al., 2004), heliothermal type (Huglin index) (Huglin, 1978), and Nictothermal type (Cold Night Index). Each of these indexes is complementary to each other (see Table 1) (Tonietto, 1999). From these clues, classes were created with value intervals or groups for a characteristic. These classes will help consolidate the regions in the world according to some similarities and to provide guidance on places, grape varieties, or numbers of harvests per year. In this case, it is suggested that similar wine production processes be grouped together under the same trading designations. Assessments are based on several climatic variables and agro-climatic indexes (Ruml et al., 2012).

Particularly, each region has been analyzed with a combination of these three major indexes. It is a multicriteria analysis of these three indexes which suggests if a vineyard produces a good wine or not. Of course, we cannot say that a wine is good or not by just these three indexes. There are plenty of other parameters that affect its quality. We have other factors such as the winemaking, wind, maintenance of the vineyard, wine maturation, compliance dates, or the influence of the wine critics or gastronomy critics (Sablayrolles, 2009).

2.2. Numerical reasoning with the processing of climatic indexes

For the numerical reasoning (see Fig. 2), we use the procedures implemented in the MCC system available online in the website “cnpuv.embrapa.br” that allows us to directly calculate (see Fig. 3) the useful indexes (Torres et al., 2011). From the point of view of numerical reasoning (Kamsu-Fouguem et al., 2013b, 2014c), it is required to find
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Vitiicultural climatic indexes of MCC system with their respective classes (Tonietto and Carbonneau, 2004).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dryness Index (SI, mm)</td>
<td>Humid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI-2</td>
<td>SI-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 ≤ SI ≤ 160</td>
<td>SI ≤ 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huglin Index (HI)</td>
<td>Very cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-3</td>
<td>HI-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI ≤ 1500</td>
<td>HI ≤ 1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the similarities between two regions by information management and processing with fuzzy similarity (Paoli et al., 2007).

The exact numerical reasoning can find some similarities if the numbers are equal. But in certain cases, there are slight differences. To remedy this, we believe there would be two options. The first option would be to add a programming software module to process information similarity approached. The second option would be to use index classes. These classes are ranges of values. In our example regarding the viticultural climatic indexes, Dalmatia is characterized by the classes HI, CI-1, and DI-1 (See Table 1). Las Bruxas being in the same case, then the software can find a similarity and highlights the common features. However, the described classes can still be criticized as being a range of values; a region may have a close indication of another class. In this case, it is possible to find alternative interesting locations in neighbor classes including regions that are similar to the region of interest.

Concerning reasoning with similarities between regions of the world, a problem remains to be settled out about the range of possible values and the probabilities of different values occurring. Since we don’t have any potential evapotranspiration data, the DI of each region is anecdotal. MMC procedures allow finding some regions in the world that are similar with those of Croatia, but a more efficient system of reasoning would do away with the perceived dissimilarity. Therefore, we must find the appropriate means to improve the reasoning process. Each comparative analysis should consider not only the geology but also the climate and winemaking practices. It becomes evident that sets of areas have approximately the same viticultural climatic indexes but receive significantly different considerations for vineyards applications. The knowledge generated by primary lessons shows that it would be pertinent to share best practices between similar geographical regions experiencing analogous wine production.

Indeed, the regions of Zagreb and Slavonia have respective index values HI 1877, DI 200, CI 12 and HI 1881, DI 200, CI 13 (very similar indexes). If we compare the varieties by region, five out of seven varieties are the same: Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot, Cabernet Franc, Chardonnay, and Graševina. Therefore, we can observe a possible link between indexes and varieties. However, the MCC system indicates that Huglin index is only a minimum value for the proper development of a variety, above this value regions are equivalent. It is not just this index that can be critical in distinguishing the wine regions. In addition, the Cold Night Index is a more accurate impact on the quality of a wine (flavors and coloring).

The information we have at our disposal do not allow us to connect a variety of indexes to specific values. We cannot rely on any scientific study to determine the optimal growing method for each variety. So we only compared the regions of Croatia with other wine regions of the world to get an idea of the possible outcomes of the culture of known wine varieties in order to monitor quality standards for products.

3. Symbolic reasoning with conceptual graphs

A conceptual graph is a graph with two kinds of nodes respectively called concepts and conceptual relations, and each arc must connect a conceptual relation to a concept (it is said that the graph is bipartite) (Sowa, 1984). Visual reasoning is performed through graph homomorphism which maps adjacent nodes to adjacent nodes and offers the possibilities of specialization of the concept and relation nodes labels (Sowa, 2000). As the saying goes “a picture is worth a thousand words,” the visual reasoning by means of conceptual graph operations
(Baget and Mugnier, 2002) is a magnificent view for the scientific popularization of logical reasoning. Without ruling out the demonstrations by the logical formulas, graph operations are sufficient to explain the visual reasoning process like a diagram that could serve as proof of graphical demonstrations (Chein and Mugnier, 2008).

Once the “algorithmic” rules were established, we need to analyze regions. For this, we decided to implement these rules by using a software tool called Conceptual Graphical User Interface (CoGui) (Carloni et al, 2009). CoGui is graphic design software developed in Java language. This software allows, from a conceptual graph, to establish a link between the different parameters, it is then possible to build some control rules in a visual form with conceptual graphs. Then, we can ask a new structure to analyze and compare the predefined control rules. Thus, the software will investigate whether the structure has similarities with the control rules, and it is possible to draw a conclusion (Genest and Chein, 2005).

This software seems to fit our need, indeed as we have “algorithmic” rules and we can search whether the Croatian regions are capable of receiving a production of French vineyards. Therefore, we simply enter our control rules as means to generate the conceptual graph operations in visual reasoning for the analysis of Croatian regions (Kamsu-Foguem et al, 2008).

Note that the software is only an aid to improve the speed comparisons taking into account all technical, operational, and environmental constraints (Nicholas and Durham, 2012). Adaptive management strategies can allow to stop climatic effects on grapevine performances (Lorenz et al., 1995; Ripoche et al., 2011).

In our context, the reasoning mechanism advocates the use of graph operations (mainly rules application and constraints verification) to analyze a set of facts (Baget et al, 2011). So, it has the ability to select some graphical representation and therefore the provided results highlight relationships that could not be true in a series of charts (Kamsu-Foguem et al, 2013c). In addition, the engaged visual reasoning
would challenge the relevance, redundancy, or inconsistency of described rules (Kamsu-Foguem, 2012). However, this remains the responsibility of the knowledge engineer for whom it is important to be successful and as faithful as possible to the reality in the study. The management of business rules is done in collaboration with domain experts (Kamsu-Foguem, 2014; Kamsu-Foguem and Abanda, 2015; Kamsu-Foguem and Noyes, 2013; Kamsu-Foguem et al., 2014a,b, 2015; Potes Ruiz et al., 2013, 2014; Sene et al., 2015).

This section is related to symbolic reasoning based on conceptual graph structures and its visual operations (see Fig. 4). We want to know whether a given structure corresponds to some existing ones in the database. So, we must use some automated procedures implemented in the CoGui software. The queries are represented by conceptual graph structures, which we compare to other graphs (facts and rules), recorded in CoGui software. The representation of weakly structured imprecise data enables us to make more flexible comparisons of fuzzy conceptual graphs (Thomopoulos et al., 2003). Then, the software will indicate if the studied structure has similarities (with a given degree) with already modeled graphs, and we will present these similarities. This will also give us an indication of a conclusion to be drawn with regard to the policy on winemaking and respect for local products (Kamsu-Foguem and Flammang, 2014).

3.1. Concepts categorization

The first step is to formalize the domain vocabulary with some information associated to usual concept types (see Fig. 5) and common relation types between these concepts.

- During this stage, the various elements of the hierarchized types are organized in order to have consistency in terms.
- In some cases, we can change largely the concept types of the previous project, if we believe that certain categories were not modeled with suitable considerations. For example, we placed the treatment after each disease (Ellison et al., 1998) and not in parallel. We also added numerical data.
- Therefore, we added first most popular varieties that are present in Croatia. Then we added the appellations and some parameters links with appellations.
- Finally, on climate, reorganization was made with the addition of new indexes.

3.2. Binary relations and numerical data

Binary relations are used to link two concepts together and are also organized with a hierarchy of types (see Fig. 6).
Fig. 7. An example of numerical data.

Fig. 8. An example of graph rules (Vhursko Vino region B).
The numerical values (see Fig. 7) of data are added to precise the descriptions of modeled rules and facts. These data are associated to the value of viticultural climatic indexes (Dryness Index, Huglin Index, and Cold Night Index).

3.3. Graph rules

- Regarding the rules, their solicitation triggers the verification of properties in the contextual application and places the results in the knowledge base.
- In terms of designations, four appellations are registered: Istrian Quality (wine of protected origin with a base-line style and a guarantee of quality), Stolno vino (table wine), Kvalitetno vino (quality wine) and Vhrunsko vino (superior quality wine).
- These three designations are based on a specific legislation issued by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry referring to the law on wine. This text translated as “Regulations on wine” was published in 1996 in the official journal. This law defined three geographical designations of origin and quality.
- It divides Croatia into regions and sub-regions and performs four classes: the first zone B comprises the following sub-regions: Moslavina Varazdin, Plešivica, Zagorje-Medjimurje; the second zone C1 includes these sub-regions: the Danube, Slavonia; the third zone C2 comprises the sub-regions: Istra, Croatian coast and hinterland; and the fourth zone C3 includes sub-regions: North, Central, and South Dalmatia. The information processing will recommend some varieties depending on the ability of each area to produce a wine of superior quality (Vino Vhrunsko) and to produce a quality wine (Vino Kvalitetno). So, it will involve the performance of the parcel in kilograms of grapes per hectare, which again varies by class for one of the three designations. Also according to each area and quality, the sugar rate must be determined in g/l, alcohol rate in % volume and ash content (wood residues) in g/l.

We can see below two examples of conceptual graph rules modeled in the CoGui software (see Figs. 8 and 9). In these figures the hypothesis of the rules is described in the left part and the consequence of the rule is described in the right part.

Through these rules, we see the authorized varieties and required conditions to trigger the application of the rule. In the right part, the findings of the rule application are shown in purple color; if the studied
3.4 Graph facts

The facts are built in the same way as the rules for one detail, but with one important difference: there is no conclusion.

The facts are built according to their contents, and semantic features have to be analyzed in turn, first at the various levels, then as

interwoven groups of regional situations. Indeed, the facts will serve as a basis when you want to ask a question (query). They are the factual knowledge of the basic elements of logical reasoning: what is the most suitable region or is there a region corresponding to a possible location of the vineyard?

- The facts established are related to the most notorious reputation in producing wines in Croatia. So each region contains varieties, dryness, Huglin and Cold Night Indexes, and soil types. Also, we indicate the regions with similarities to the Croatian regions for target indexes.
- Sometimes, the facts are structured according to regional areas with a fact for the designation and another one for each season. From our perspective, this is not an ideal way for the processing of queries with a variety of attributes in the CoGui software, since we can get a season or a corresponding name of a specific region, but this does not meet the criteria of other neighboring regions having potentially relevant information. In our case, if we have one group of facts by region with different sub-facts inside, then the software can detect the consistent matching to find similar interesting locations of the target region.

3.5 Graph queries

The general queries contain a list of relevant attributes such as meteorological factors, soil conditions, or crop requirements that are useful for viticulture. Questions are modeled in conceptual graph queries to provide visual answers using the projection operation. By inputting data such as the region, the designation, or the climatic indexes, the CoGui software automatically generates the possible corresponding answers for the specified requirements (see Fig. 10).

The reasoning is dynamic with visual sequences that allow an easy understanding of different processing steps. With this visual reasoning, we can know if there are similarities between the facts and specified queries, and some visual suggestions are provided with arguments (Doumbouya et al., 2015a; Doumbouya et al., 2015b; Doumbouya et
In order to identify similarities between these regions and varieties with other regions of the world, a multicriteria climatic analysis was developed. The numerical reasoning is implemented with the MCC software through calculations based on three climatic indexes complementary to each other and their combination ensures that the targeted analysis can be effectively accomplished. A symbolic reasoning is deployed through the CoGui software, which allowed us to establish a knowledge base with visual operations displaying the similarities or not between viticultural regions. It will be useful to incorporate other web-based tools that can help non-experts in visual identification of critical information in vineyard monitoring (Pertot et al., 2012).

In order to achieve climate analysis, some data require a contact with government agencies on the federal, provincial/territorial, and municipal level to determine the regulatory agency and applicable regulations governing the viticultural sector. It is also clear that the domain of the wine production is very complex and requires consideration of many different activities in the process (harvesting and destemming, crushing and fermentation, laboratory tests, blending and finishing, preservatives, and filtration) (Gómez-Plaza and Cano-López, 2011; Urtubia et al., 2007). In addition, the used climatic and geographic factors are certainly adequate, but it still lacks some factors such as complete consideration of wind and landscape transformations (Papadimitriou, 2012) (e.g., the slope of the land down to the water or shoreline).

In a context of wine market globalization, the theme of geographical diversity and identity has a growing importance. Countries that are endowed with some agricultural areas connecting the culture and the heritage of the lands have traditional and significant assets to meet the challenges of our globalized world. The domain features of specific lands provide many advantages that will help them ensure the sustainable preservation of their activities and development in an evolving market driven by users. From that perspective, national cooperatives constitute one of the pillars of agricultural policy to ameliorate the performance and competitiveness of producers in the dynamic market organization. Croatian land is therefore suitable for its vineyards having earned specific designations that can offer an effective economic energy to the national agricultural policy.

The continuous improvement of the wine production activities of the Croatian agricultural regions under identifiable product is expected to lead to a better-quality visibility of the wine production activities. As demonstrated by the variety labels which refer to specific Croatian agricultural regions, it should be noted that its viticulture shares certain common characteristics with recognized European brand names, for a broader market.
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